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NEWSBRIEFS

Jobs

Women's Studies Coordinator to direct the program on a half-time basis and serve as a senior faculty member in a department half time. Duties include the coordination and development of courses leading to the establishment of an interdisciplinary major program in women's studies, advising undergraduate and graduate students doing research in women's studies and teaching and research both in women's studies and in a department. To begin September 1, 1976. Send a vita and brief personal statement indicating your interest in the position to Evelyn Rosenthal, Executive Committee for Women's Studies, Box 524, LT, S.U.N.Y., Binghamton, N. Y. 13901.

Literature: Creative writer, especially of fiction, with American literature competence, or a specialist in American literature with competence in fiction writing. Antioch is an affirmative action/equal employment opportunity employer and encourages applications from minorities and women. Send resumes to Personnel Department, Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OH 45387.

Publications

Loom and Spindle: Life of the Early Mill Girls by Harriet H. Robinson, a mill girl at ten and a suffragist in later years, describes the dramatic changes in the lives of the proud, independent girls who worked in the Lowell cotton mills between 1835 and 1848. With unremitting honesty, she cuts through the Victorian stereotypes to recreate the spirited world of those working girls. This is a very rare book, a self-report, stressing women's pride in their work, in their competence and in each other. An important women's history source. Shipped promptly from New York. Hardcover $7.95; softcover $4.50. Press Pacifica, Box 47, Kailua, HA 96734.

She sacrificed to publish it. Do you care to read it? The Revolutionary Mission of Modern Art or CRUD and Other Essays on Art, $5.00 and War on Light: The Destruction of the Image of God in Man Through Modern Art, $6.00 are two paperbacks, published by the author because the points of view are too radical and feminist for the established viewpoint of the male world of art and publishing. Tips on how to lose a PhD. by being honest, intelligent and female. The 350-page manuscript of the rejected thesis is still waiting for a concerned press to publish what may be an historical contribution to esthetics: The Canvas Field—A Projective Psychology of Painting Correlating the Field of Vision with the Field of Consciousness. Order from the author directly: Margaret Stucki, 17 Court St., Farmington, ME 04938.

Socialist Feminist Issue, Green Mountain Quarterly. Includes basic writings by Eleanor Marx (Karl's daughter), Henriette Roland-Holst, critique of Redstockings, also art, poetry, fiction. $1.00 from Green Mountain, 460 North Main, Oshkosh, WI 54901. 40% discount in quantity.

Toys That Care, free catalog of nonsexist educational materials, including Nonsexist Education for Young Children: A Practical Guide, reviewed in Winter 1976 issue of Women's Studies Newsletter. $3.25 plus local tax and 15% handling for 1 to 6 books; 10% handling for 7 to 15 books. Toys That Care, P. O. Box 81, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. 10510.

Cragsmoor Books, Cragsmoor, N. Y. 12420. Rare and scholarly out-of-print books specializing in women's studies, all languages. Write Leni Kroul, care of the bookstore.

Women in the South: Image and Reality. Special Issue of the quarterly journal Southern Exposure. We need historical essays, contemporary analyses, fiction, graphics. Southern Exposure/Southern Women, P.O. Box 230, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514.

Projects and Resources

Hofstra announces a new graduate course, Women and Education. Contact Natalie Naylor, Foundations Department, Hofstra University, Hempstead, N. Y. 11550.


WANTED

Experienced women's studies teacher in history or literature, preferably with 1) high school as well as college teaching experience and 2) special expertise with third-world history and culture. Job involves working on a curriculum project to develop teacher's guides for supplementary readings and includes sharing office work, correspondence and other project responsibilities. Person must be able to work full time at The Feminist Press in Old Westbury, New York. Please send complete resume and a writing sample to: Personnel, The Feminist Press, P. O. Box 334, Old Westbury, New York 11568.

CALLS FOR PAPERS

Shakespeare's Sisters to be published by Indiana University Press. Material needed for a collection of critical essays about English and American women poets from Bradstreet and Finch to Sexton and Rich. It will focus specifically on the relationship between gender and creativity in a society where the female poet has for centuries had to work within an overwhelmingly male literary tradition. Essays should be between 8000 and 12,000 words and where necessary, fully footnoted. Send two copies to Sandra M. Gilbert, English Department, University of California, Davis, CA 95616 and to Susan Gubar, English Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47401.